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FROM THE PRESIDENT ...
Dear Members,
The season started off with a bang at the Golden Gate K.C. show this
past weekend. After 20 years in the South Hall of the Cow Palace I found
it most confusing to be benched in the North Hall! However, we all managed.
I think everyone had a good time; I did, mostly because I was so happy to
be "out and about" after three months of confinement. I would have had a
great time if the roof caved in and it snowed!!
We will have a board meeting after judging of IWs at the Santa Clara
show February 17th. If anyone would like to share some ideas with us,
please feel free to join in with your thoughts. It's everyone's club and
we don't know what you would like it to be unless you tell us.
We do need a chairman for our annual Spring Match. It's not a difficult
job. Please, someone, volunteer!
With a note of sadness, I must tell you of the passing of one of our
most important Irish Wolfhound breeders, Miss Noreen Twyman,O.V.M., of
the very famous Nendrum Kennel. She will be sorely missed by her friends
and by Irish Wolfhounders all over the world. Miss Twyman bred many of
the finest hounds we have had in modern times. I remember once almost
20 years ago when she was assisting M.Schaffer,O.V.M., and attending
the Mensona show, we invited her to have spaghetti dinner at the kennel.
At the time I was having problems with Melissa's elbows. I asked Miss
Twyman what I could do and she said to put her on hay. I did and the
elbows got better.
The message for February is - Have a wonderful Show Season, and may
all your hounds' pains be little ones!!
God Bless,

*

The next meeting of the NCIWC - everyone welcome - will be after
judging of Irish Wolfhounds at the Sir Francis Drake K. C. show Sunday, April 21, 1985
The Club Fun Match will be in San Francisco on Saturday, April 27th.
Announcements will be sent out later giving particulars, but

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

NOW!!~

San Mateo KC
Judge:Mrs. M.N. Stephenson

December 2,1984

BOB-Ch.Major Acres Branwyn, F.Ch . - Heskett
BOS~Ch . Destiny Mohr of Limerick - Souza
BOW,WD-Carroy 1 s Big Mack Attack - Rosebrock
WB-Kelley Glen 1 s Oonagh Cailin - Tara
RWD-Taras Mnenath of Donnchad - Tara
RWB-Tory Erin of Limerick - Burchett
San Fernando KC
Judge : Barbara La Voie

January 19 , 1985

BOB-Ch. Rodd of Limerick - Souza
BOS,BOW,WB-Nequam Miss Money Penny - Wein/Goldstein
WO-Port Au Prince Aonghus -(owner unknown)
RWD-Wynn of Limerick - Souza
RWB-Destiny Rebecca of Limerick - McCombs/Souza
Ventura County Dog Fanciers
Judge : Alvin Tiedemann

January 20,1985

BOB-Ch. Galaxy 1 s Shenanigans - Hirsch
BOS,WB-Destiny Rebecca of Limerick - McCombs/Souza
* * Finished Championship * *
BOW , WD-Deerhill 1 s Darby 0 1 Flannigan - Bonham
RWD-Wynn of Limerick - Souza
RWB-Arntara Larkspur - St r atford
Golden Gate KC
Judge : Mrs. Eugene C. Urban

February 2 & 3,1985
g/12/1/8

BOB-Ch. Major Acres Branwyn , F.Ch . - Heskett
BOS-Ch . Major Acres Iongra i dh - Taylo r
BOW , WB-Major Acres Mandeegh - Gabriel/T r ifelett i /Major
WO-Major Acres Michael Murphy - Hall
RWD-Destiny Shane 0 1 Tosh - Mccombs
RWB-Kelly Glen 1 s nonagh Cailin - Ta r a
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LURE COURSING REPORT
From Lure Course Chairman John S. Fitzpatrick,DVM
The December 16 Course at Piedmont Hills High School in San Jose took
place with little advance notice because the grounds weren't for sure
until the 12th and our ASFA approval was tenuous . As it turned out,
Jane Kit Christie sent out pre-entry forms and called as many people
as she could think of to let ··them know about the trial. I made an
announcement at the club Christmas party. We ended up having an entry
of 4 dogs only, as Saturday's Torrential rains did a lot to keep potential coursers at home . . Sunday turned out brisk , but when the sun came
out the weather was great for a course and the dogs didn't seem to mind
the semi bog conditions of the field. We suffered the inevitable delays
due to equipment, but once things got under way we were finished in no
time.
Several resolutions were made at this trial by your ASFA 'delegate
and his committee {Jane and Don Rasmusson) :
l)We plan on holding 2 all breed and 1 breed only
trial in 1985 .
2)We will pay to have David Blalock set up and run
the equipment at our trials.
3)We·desperately need people to look for coursing
.sites for 1985.
Following is a breakdown of expenses and profits from our lure course:
Income
Entry Fees

$32.00
$32.00

Out-go
Equipment rental
Judges' & assistants' lunches
Ribbons

10.00
26.39
17.45
53.84
-$21.84
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not only St. Patrick ' s Day it is also the day of the big
SAINT PATRICK'S DAY PARADE in
San Francisco when all good Irish
dogs - should march with pr ide .
Gabriel at (415) 892 - 5412 for
about time , where to meet , etc
fun . We won a prize last year
Let ' s do it again!!
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Canine Urinary Tract Stones :
A Dietary Solution
Diets that dissolve urinary tract stones have radically changed the
management of one type of canine urolithiasis, making management by
diet an alternative to surgical removal. Feeding Hill's prescription
diet for an average of eight weeks can result in cEssolution of the
phosphate uroliths, or stones, that affect more than 97% of males
less than one year of age and females. Clinical signs of the disease
- frequent small amounts of blood-tinged urine or straining to urinate - are alleviated within one week.
The length of time dogs should be kept on this diet has been questioned. In most cases, believe researching veterinarians, feeding the
diet for four weeks after the stones can no longer be felt or viewed
radiographically should be adequate to insur~ dissolution. There is,
moreover, good reason to avoid long -term feeding of the diet: it is
severely restricted in protein and minerals and high in salt, making
it nutritionally inadequate for pregnant or lactating bitches or for
growing or healthy dogs.
In addition to the special diet for dissolving stones, a diet for preventing recurrence of the condition has been shown to be effective.·
The prevention diet - also by Hill's - does not restrict protein and
minerals as severely and does not have as high a salt content as the
dissolution diet. Nevertheless, it is limited in certain nutrients
when compared with regular commercial rations.
Animal Health Newsletter
Cornell Univ •

.;; ''>\. --

' '' a-:

Studies are now being done on dogs with Acral Lick Dermatitis
(ALO) using a new therapy that shows promise. ALO is a self-induced
skin problem caused by the continual licking of the site of a wound,
infection,surgery or irritated area. The licking can go on for months
and sometimes years while the owner tries various cures .
The new treatment is a topical application of a solution made up
of two drugs - Synotic and Banamine. It is applied twice daily and,
so far, it appears to bring about an improvement in 7 to 10 days with
no adverse side effects. The research is being conducted at Cornell
University College of Veterinary Medicine.
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"HUGHIE"

!,

AT

WESTMINSTER

While "dial twirling" this evening, I was thrilled to come upon
the televised procedings at Madison Square Garden, NYC, of the Westminster Kennel Club show. The Sporting, Hound and Toy Groups were
being shown as well as Best In Show. The other four Groups were televised the previous evening.
Most exciting to me was, naturally, the appearance of Ch. Aodh
Harp of Eagle in the Hound Grau~ handled as always by his owner,
Sam Ewing. Mr. Ewinq is, of course, the most familiar figure in
Win picture~ over the year~ to Irish Wolfhound enthusiasts. But it
is seeing a legend in "action" that is an unforgettable event, and
Ch. Aodh Harp of Eagle - Hughie, to his friends - surely is one of
Wolfhound-dam's modern legends. He was magnificent to see and the
cameraman favored us with a lingering look at the animal's gorgeous
head several times. The slippery footing affected Hughie's movement,
but the judge had no complaints and put him up for Group I. All
wolfhounders watching had to feel a great deal of pride at seeing
a "big Irish" get the nod. Each Group Winner i n the Best In Show
competition was so beautiful you wanted them~ to win. The judge
was 'equal to the task', however, and quickly put up the top winning "Scottie", who seemed very appreciative! Who wouldn't be?!!
- Editor
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Common Sense About Snake Bites And Bee Stings
Summertime brings our pets into contact with a number of biting ,
stinging creatures - the most frightening being the rattlesnake ;
the most common , certainly the honeybee.
The bee sting is characterized by sudden swelling and tendernessoften around the face . The animal is usually uncomf~rtable and
may be depressed . First aid is as follows :
1. Cool down the area - an ice pack or cool towels laid gently
over the bite.
2. You can safely use aspirin in dogs (not cats) for discomfo r tapprox i mately one aspirin for 35 pounds of dog .
3. Watch the animal for about 24 hours . Most will be nearly
no r mal in this period of time, although the swelling will
still be visible .
4. Some animals may be allergic to bee stings (like people) . If
your pet is extremely depressed or shows s i gns of difficult
respiration, contact your veterinarian immediately!
Snake bites are , unfortunately , not uncommon in this area .
Rattlesnakes are our most common venomous snake . Veterinary care
for snake bites is extremely important and the following are sug ges t ions only for that time preceding veter i nary attention . Dogs
succumb to snake bites due to the venom 1 s effect on the heart
muscle and blood-vascular system . Thus , the aim of first aid is
to minimize the spread of the venom through the system .
1. Apply a light wrap (like an Ace bandage) between the bite and
the heart. (We are talking primarily about about bites on the
legs). The emphasis is on a light wrap . You do not want to
occlude the artery to the leg, only the vein . So don 1 t cinch
it down, just tie snugly . Tourniquets are a no-no .
2. Cool down the limb - ice packs , cool towels , etc . This reduces
swelling and slows circulation , thus minimizing spread of
venom
3. If you can, keep the dog off that leg- either splint the leg
r<!{i-/A
so he can 1 t use it, or carry him .j_f
~~~7=-=-~--=-~__..=a~~
Noi o>-11...YTHP-..\
he 1 s 1i ttl e e·nough .
'3LiT ~>;,.;<:,
DO NOT USE ANTIHISTAMINES OR ALCOHOL . --f~sTE
~s)'.
These can have a synergistic effect
with the venom and ar e contraindicated .
Get to a veterinarian as soon as is
possible where antivenom can be given .

- Domestic Animal Protection Society
Ne wsletter
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---~POISON~--GENERAL ANTIDOTES
THERAPY

REASONS FOR TREATMENT

1. One teaspoon · hydrogen peroxide by mouth
every five minutes until vomiting occurs
or
2. one half teaspoon table salt on the back
of the tongue. Repeat in 3 minutes if
the first dose fails to produce vomiting.
THE INDUCTION OF Va-llTING SHOULD NOT BE ATTEMPTED if the ingested poison is
thought to be a corrosive substance. Severe damage to the esophagus may result if the substance is passed through it a second time. Corrosive substances include acids, alkalies and petroleum products.

TO INDUCE Va-llTING

NOTE:

FURTHER, NEVER TRY TO INDUCE Va-llTING IN AN UNCONSCIOUS ANIMAL.
TO PREVENT ABSORPTION

Give 3 teaspoons of activated charcoal
mixed with water or milk. (Contact your
pharmacist for charcoal.)

TO Cct-1BAT DEPRESSION

Orally give 3-5 teaspoons of strong coffee
or tea.

TO

~E

MATERIAL THROUGH THE INTESTINES

~ilk

of magnesia (or an~ liquid laxative).

TO DILUTE POISON

If the dog is well enough to drink, give
large amounts of milk or water.

TO SLON ABSORPTION BY COATING INTESTINE

Orally give milk, vegetable oil, kaolin
or egg whites.

A~ain, some poisons are so powerful that no amount of home treatment will work. ~
best, with any poison, to call your vet. ·
The chart above is fine when he or she is not available, or even when he is, he may request that you do one of the procedures above. For both reasons the home remedies above
should be a part of every kennel owner's medicine cabinet.

CARPAL

HYPEREXTENS ION

IN

PUPPIES

The CARPUS is the joint in the dog that corresponds to our wrist. In a study at
Louisiana State University abnormal carpal configuration developed in growing puppies
that were not allowed exercise.
Carpal joint hyperextension
HYPER EXT ENS I ON
(see diagram) is a condition
whereby there is an increase in the weight-bearing angle of extension.
In dogs, this joint laxity can be caused by trauma,
arthritis and, as this study indicated, inactivity.
Observations and range of mooI SC USS I ON tion measurements reveal that
the carpal joint was directly
affected by exercise in the 8- to 14-week-old pup.
Pups that were not allowed outside of an indoor
CANINE FORELIMB
cage consistently were "down" on their carpal
ILLUSTRATING NORl'IAL CARPAL POSITION (LEFT)
AND CARPAL HYPEREXTENSION (RIGHT)
joints. The study concluded that poor muscle tone
was directly responsible for this condition.
In our own hospitals, the puppies that we've seen with this condition are most often from the following breeds: collie, Shelty,
KENNEL COMMENTS
pointer, and golden retriever. However, carpal hyperextension in
pups can occur in any breed.
Though the carpal hyperextension seen in this study was reversible, there's no reason
to see it in a kennel. All growing pups should be regularly exercised.

Rory C. Foster, D.V.M.

- The Kennel Doctor
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Bad Habits In Pets
From "People

1

N' Pets"

Why does a well-mannered house pet start to tear pillows and upholstery
or raid wastebaskets or use the carpet for a toilet? A new habit or a
growl that you attribute to temporary orneriness could be a sign of illness or pain, so check out the possibility of a physical problem before
looking for other causes. If your pet gets a clean bill of health, consider what was going on when the misbehavior started. Was there an unfamiliar visitor, the birth of a baby, the addition of a new pet, a
distressing event, a move or any circumstance that might affect your
attitude toward your pet? Boredom and loneliness can prompt a change;
an animal that's confined alone for long periods can become overly aggressive.
Whatever the cause, the cure for bad behavior takes patience and understanding. Certain basic techniques are usually effective in dealing
with discipline problems.
Substitute good habits for bad - when bad behavior is triggered,
offer an alternative activity. Scolding probably wont correct the
situation.
Reward good behavior - praise is vital in retraining. Reward the
slightest hint of conversion with words, food or a loving pat.
Be consistent and firm - your actions are important to training.
You'll confuse an animal if you tolerate a mistake one day and
disapprove it the next.
Send your pet to school - An overly aggressive dog is more likely
to learn sociable habits in a class with other dogs. Be sure the
trainer doesn 1 t use severe methods such as. spike collars that could
compound a pet's errant ways.
When your pet makes a mistake, don't call it to the scene of the crime;
you might soon have a pet that's shy about answering your calls. Carry
or lead the animal to the place and scold gently. If the damage occurred hours ago, forget it because the animal has probably already forgotten and will be bewildered by your behavior.
Don't confront a pet about an error when you're angry or upset. You'll
over-react, frighten the animal and be guilt laden later.
Animals need a fairly regular schedule for their feeding and recreation
and they need limits set on their behavior. If you get firm control
early in the game and keep enforcing the rules, you'll probably make a
good companion of your pet.
Kiplinger's 'Changing Times'

Kidney failure and Cancer are the two top causes of death in dogs.
- Companion Animal News

II

WAYS TO WEIGH
- by JANE KIT CHRISTIE

My first wolfhound, like firstborn children, endured
most of the "parental" experiments involved with raising The First ... the weekly, and then monthly weighins (to make sure my pup was growing according to the
charts) was only one item on the trial-and-error list,
but one that was finally, satisfactorily, resolved.
Early puppyhood was no problem: calf-carry on
to the bathroom scale then subtract my weight from the
mom-plus-pup total. That had the added dividend of
keeping me aware of my own weight on a very regular
basis (and, yes, I was thinner in those days as I saw,
a pound at a time, any gains that were unacceptable).
Eventually, pup's size and weight caught up with
me. At about 80 lbs, altho I could still manage the
calf-carry lift and step on the scale, I couldn't see
over her back to read the numbers! My one (ouch)
attempt to lean forward to look over her back & view
the numbers left me in severe pain; must have pulled
every muscle in .!!!Y. lower back while trying to support
pup's weight at the required angle to see my feet!
The bathroom-scale/subtract- the- difference method is
definitely a 2-man operation; one to lift and the 2nd
to read the dial. Even with two people, this method
doesn't work once the parent-plus-pup total exceeds
the scale's maximum.
For the next six to seven months, I didn't
weigh pup at all and relied on my previous records of
the monthly weight gains. This didn't have any effect
one way or the other on pups actual well-being UNTIL
it came time to begin the daily dosing of heartworm
preventatives which are based on mgs/lb.body wt.
Using the monthly gains added to the 80# base
weight, I arrived at my guesstimate total weight.
Seemed reasonable at the time -- after all, IWs are
giants! All went well for a while, and then out of
the blue, pup began having extreme diarrhea that was
out of control; negative lab results, yet medication
and bland diet had no beneficial effect. The severity
lessened after a few weeks but it was still obvious
that something was not right.
The weight question reared it's head during an
excursion to an out-of- town feed store with pup,
naturally, along for the ride. Got to talking with
the store owner (he'd never seen an IW) and, as always,
the question of size and weight came up . When I said
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what I believed her weight to be, the feed store man
(the slow-speaking, strong, silent type; complete with
cowboy hat and piece of straw hanging from his lower lip),
looked long and hard at my babe, and then said, "No,
ma'am; yer hound don't weigh more'n that thar pig! And
I know that pig don't weigh more'n 75, 80 pound."
He then motions me to follow him over to the pig pen.
He hoists one of the two pigs into his arms, hefts it up
and down a few times; then, to my amazement, does the
same with my puppy! (Didn't appear to phase her at all,
even if this stranger didn't say, "Wheeeeeeeeeee ee!")
Well, I wasn't about to take as gospel this man's
estimate of what my dog weighed, even tho he did have a
most serious, "measuring" look in his eye all the time
both pig and pup were flying in the air. His confidence
impressed me enough, however, to start a serious search
for a real way to weigh my dog ... bypassing both my guess
(after all, 1. had records) and his bigger-than-a-b readbox
approach to weights and measures.
Thought about buying a second bathroom scale and
building a platform to span the two, but this sounded
like it would be a little unsteady underfoot without
using some sort of shim for the part that overhung the
scale(s).
Next thought was to check the yellow pages for
"rural" feed stores with the hope that one of them would
have the built-in-the-fl oor type of old-fashioned scale.
Unfortunately, modern technology and mechanical bagging
has done away with the need to hand-weigh bulk items, so
that was a washout, too.
Made a few long-distance phone calls from the "scales"
section of the yellow pages and learned that a used
balance-beam-w ith-weights platform scale sold for upwards
of $600 and a new one was even more ridiculous.
My final call was to the "weighers, public" heading
from the yellow pages and I learned that for $3, I could
weight anything I wanted at a nearby moving & storage
place; the only problem being that their scale was built
for long-haul trucks and moving vans (a cement slab installed in the middle of a parking lot) and altho they "could"
dial in an accuracy tolerance (+10 lbs) it really was not
designed for weighing things less than several tons! Even
this, while not ideal, was better than the pig method, so
off we went.
Basic obedience (very basic) paid off in this instance.
Put pup on a sit-stay in the middle of the parking lot
scale while the man (inside a glass booth; he would not
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venture out of his glass enclosure to even accept my $3)
dialed down the scale's range. Finally! At 13! months
of age, I knew that my gal weighed approximately 100 Lbs.
(or somewhere between 90 & 110, taking the +10# into
consideration.)
I reduced the daily intake of heartworm preventative to match the revised/lowered body weight and, like
magic, the diarrhea rlisappeared! [As an aside, I've
since changed vets, for a variety of reasons, including
the fact that instead of doing all this labwork to find
out what was causing the diarrhea, he should have suggested that perhaps the HW medication could be at fault,
especially since he prescribed it and our problems
began within two weeks of beginning the prescription.
Just b e cause he didn't tell me how much she weighed
didn't mean that he couldn't or shouldn't have used
his professional knowledge to consider this as a
"possibility" particularly when results were not
forthcoming from other attempts at cure , ]
As the weight situation progressed, I learned that
the low-end of the truck scale range was the more accurate estimate, since 4 months later, at 17! months, I
did locate a State~certified platform scale, accurate
to within 1/2#, and the weight on that scale was 99!.
That go-round made me a believer in paying attention to the little details of owning an IW. When we
began coursing our (by that time, plural) hounds, the
weight question became, to my mind at least, a very
important one in monitoring my dogs' overall condition;
and I still think it's important, as are routine mileage
checks on your vehicle. If something changes drastically
for no apparent reason, you KNOW something is happening
before a major symptom occurs!
I've been lucky in being able to regularly use the
State-certified scale once a month; and just recently,
my newspaper ad scanning paid off and I was able to buy
my own platform scale at an almost giveaway price so I
can weigh everyone any time I want as it involves a
trip no farther than our own garage. Finding platform
scales thru the papers, tho, is a longshot (took me 4
years) and, of course , now that I don't need one, I
have found a source for scale-buyers that appea r s to
be an even better deal than the when- avai l able platform
method .
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Received a catalog from Omaha Vaccine Co, P. 0 .
Box 7228, 330 'L' Street, Omaha , NB 68107, which sells
a "Birth Weight Scale" (cat.#14931, $84 . 40 FOB Omaha,
ship.wt.15#) which appears to be THE answer for weighing
woofs.
This unit is for weighing calves and goes to 250 Lbs .
It has a 15x21" platform & a carry-handle, which implies
that it's not only portable, but easily storable too. A
copy of the catalog description is attached for full
details.
If I'd known such a thing existed, I would have
bought this instead of the giveaway-priced platform scale,
mainly because of storage size ••. I had to dispose of a
small garage workbench to accomodate my unit, and I
hated to get rid of the storage and work surface, but
my scale was physically too large to go anywhere else.
What this all boils down to is, if you're willing
to spend approx. $90 [incldg . ±$5 for frt . /no CA tax],
you might want to consider this newborn calf scale. Can ' t
personally vouch for its convenience or accuracy, but it
sure does "look" good. The aggravations I encountered
might save someone else a lot of time & effort.
Jane Kit Christie

1/85

BIRTH WEIGHT SCALE (A)
A heavy-duty utility scale for weighing calves, feed, packages, and other
objects easily and accurately. The unit
has a 15" x 21" galvanized steel plat·
form, a convenient carrying handle,
and a low, silhouette design for easy
loading. A memory lever permits the
weight to be locked in place and read
later if the dial is covered by an oversized package. The scale registers up
to 250 pounds in one-pound increments-_ Assembly requires drilling four
holes and inserting the sheet metal
screws included with the scale.

14931-Each ........ $84.40 FOB Omaha
Shipping Weight 15 Lbs.

OTOSCOPE
A battery operated illuminated instrument used to examine ear and
surrounding structures. Includes rheostat, adjustable handle, 3 speculae,
and lined case.

00750-Each ............................ $54.25

Also available from Omaha
Vaccine are otoscopes and
alligator forceps , two i terns
which are mighty handy for
the dog who has everything,
including clock and foxtail
awns .
- Ed.

ALLIGATOR FORCEPS
Used as an aid in the removal of
foxtails from dogs' ears.

01799-Each

.......... .. ..... .. $23.85
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NEW MEMBERS NCIWC is happy to welcome the following Wolfhounders voted into
membership at the February 17th meeting:
Douglas and Maria Love
2156 Pacific Ave.
Alameda , CA 94501

Richard and Wilma Michael
515 Bluejay Or .
Hayward, CA 94544

Max Martin
1499 Oak
San Francisco, CA

Charles and Arline Stockman
1416 Bel Nor
McKinleyville, CA 95521

94117

Gary Winiger and Catherine Vonnegut
P.O . Box 60835
Sunnyvale, CA 94088

.
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CALIFORNIA
Club

Date
April
6
7
14
19
20
21
May
4
5
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Closing
3/18
3/ 18
3/25
4/3
4/1
4/3

Mensona KC
Redwood Empire KC
Del Monte KC

4/17
4/17
4/23

Steve Cappa, owner of a
Fresno dry cleaning business,
. . proved himself a hero this week
· · •.by saving a Spot.
When the dog, a 10-pound
miniature French poodle owned
' by Cappa's partner, started to
choke, Cappa's execution of a
Heimlich maneuver dislodged a
rubber washer and saved its life.
"I figured what I had seen
work for people should work on
a dog," said Cappa.
'

SHOWS

Salinas Valley KC
Santa Cruz KC
Sacramento KC
Wine Country KC
Chief Solano KC
Sir Francis Drake KC

, Dog's Besl ~rlend
,

DOG
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HERMAN/UNGER

THE HOUNDS'BUGLE
The Hounds' Bugle is published 6 times a year; June, August, October,
December, February and April. The editor reserves the right to edit
or refuse any material submitted for publication. Articles published
are the opinions of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the editor or of the club. Permission to reprint written portions
is granted only (a) to other Irish Wolfhound clubs and (b)if credit is
given. Articles and/or comments are welcome and solicited.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
NCHJC Members
Free
~!on-members
$6.00 a yr •
Single copies
$1. 00

.

ADVERTISING RATC:S
Full page •
$8 . 00
Half page •
$5 . 00
Photo with ad
$10 . 00 addition al

Max Stress is
top dog for top dogs.
Top breeders say so.

' ·'
~ .

•

·.

~·
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"I fed my Brittany, Sheba
only Max Stress all during
her pregnancy. And she
came out looking superb.
The stamina Sheba has is
unbelievable. And she
worked up until 2 days
before she whelped.
Thanks again for such a
'great' food.
Donna Lee Hannily.
Twin Cedars Little Sheba.
Auburn, Washington.

Make no bones about it. Max
Stress performs.

Remember it's Chicken, Wheat
& Meat, that's Max Stress!

It matches a dog's energy requirements for extended physical
activites.

At your nearest pet or feed
store wherever Nutro Products
are sold!

It maximizes performance in all
kinds of stressful situtations-from
breeding to shows.

It promotes a more lustrous
coat; soft, healthy skin; firmer,
stools plus a general improvement
in overall health.
It's also a very effective diet for
pregnancy, lactation and breeding
requirements, or other special
health maintenance needs.
And as you can see from what
Ms. Hannily has to say, you don't
simply have to take our word for
it.
Now if only the dogs themselves could talk, imagine how
complimentary they'd be!

445 Wil<ion Way
City of Industry, CA 91744
Telephone (818) 968-0532
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